ASSISTANT BUYER INTERN - Los Angeles
Ross Stores - Los Angeles. Internship. https://jobs.rossstores.com/creative/about Summer 2021.
The Internship will take place in June & July of 2021. You graduate between August 2021 –
May 2022. You are available to work the full program, Monday – Friday, during traditional
business hours. As an intern, you will work with our expert buying and planning teams. You’ll
gain hands-on experience and learn what it takes to buy brands customers want at great values.
You’ll be challenged to generate meaningful business ideas, culminating in a final project which
you will present to senior management. Throughout the internship, you’ll gain a taste for the
culture of the company, all while having fun and learning about yourself! Assistant Buyer Intern.
Perform the administrative & operational functions supporting a designated buyer. Handle
purchase order management and administration as well as processing markdowns. This includes
writing orders, changes, cancellations and necessary follow-up (both internally and externally) to
ensure key shipments are delivered and processed. Analyze and interpret key business issues as
directed by supervisor including the monitoring of regional merchandise reports, Open-to-Buy
monitoring, and stock analysis. Develop effective relationships with vendors. This includes
appropriate level of interaction with vendors in terms of both problem resolution and follow-up.
Demonstrate the ability to effectively utilize the merchandising systems and understand
warehouse processes. Includes utilizing systems and preparation of reporting to allow for
interpretation of the business. Demonstrate product knowledge through sharing information with
buyer as a result of competitive shopping, shopping Ross Stores, and the market. What you bring
to the table…A desire to learn, grow and engage. A team player attitude. A drive for results. A
passion for product and an interest in weaving a story out of numbers! You are organized and
pay attention to detail you are a strong communicator you understand retail math and have strong
analytical skills you are proficient in Excel and familiar with MS Office.
https://jobs.rossstores.com/search/jobdetails/assistant-buyer-intern---los-angeles/945cffd6d377-4153-bf9f-a67863ffdf4a

VIDEO PRODUCER
Flighthouse - Los Angeles. Full-time. $34,000/yr. The producer will be involved in creating
compelling multi-platform, satisfying, overhead content with a focus on viral TikTok trends.
Responsibilities will include researching trends in the ASMR, #satisfying and beauty
community, purchasing props and assets during pre-production, producing and filming content
and overseeing post production results and quality control. The ideal candidate will be
comfortable with all social media platforms and have an expansive understanding of TikTok, as
well as the #ASMR, beauty and #oddlysatisfying community. This candidate will also have a
passion for social media and content trends and be willing to see their own ideas through from
start to finish. Must be willing to feature their own hands in all satisfying/ASMR content and be
willing to take direction directly from clients. The Creative Video Producer reports directly to
the Production Coordinator and Brand Coordinator but must be a self-starter and comfortable
working individually. The ideal candidate will also participate in brainstorms, peer reviews of
content and knowledge of Adobe Premiere a plus.
https://www.indeed.com/viewjob?jk=a57cbcf5330efeb2
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SWEATER DESIGNER - FREELANCE WITH OPPORTUNITY FOR FULL TIME
L&L Studio, LLC. - Los Angeles. Temporarily remote. $65 - $80/hr. Full-time, Part-time,
Temporary, Contract. EXPERTISE IN Design sweaters from concept to completed samples
Creates all TP's for production. Expert understanding of garment construction and terminology
Keen knowledge of machine gauges and stitch construction. Collaboration with international
production teams on fabrics, trims. Multi-tasking and working in a fast paced environment
Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator. Microsoft Word, Excel and Outlook. CREATIVE,
COLLABORATIVE & FUN.
https://www.indeed.com/viewjob?cmp=L%26L-Studio,LLC.&t=Sweater+Designer&jk=c5f0acfa968370b0

STUDIO ASSISTANT
Fashion Nova – Careers – Vernon. Assist in ordering daily studio lunches, and sometimes
picking up. Assist in keeping the Studio organized before and after daily shoots. Commits to
long hours when necessary to achieve goals. Assist during photo shoots including:
Driving cargo trucks (i.e. U-Haul) to and from site. Loading/unloading equipment and props.
Moving lighting equipment during shoots. Arrange and organize samples. General production
duties. Administrative experience preferred. Working knowledge of office equipment, like
printer. Proficiency in MS Office. Excellent time management skills and the ability to prioritize
work. Attention to detail and problem-solving skills. Ability to work in a fast-paced
environment. Excellent written and verbal communication skills. Strong organizational skills
with the ability to multi-task. Ability to lift 25-50+ pounds. High School degree. Valid California
driver's license.
https://www.fashionnova.com/pages/careers?gh_jid=2304082

ECOMMERCE ASSOCIATE
Modabasic, Inc. - Los Angeles. From $12/hr. update product listings on multiple online sales
channels. Update social media posts and engage with audience’s daily basis. Prepare for
photoshoot for product images. Perform basic photo editing using Photoshop. Create online
banners for online sales channels. Create and send out newsletters multiple times a week. Fulfill
online orders from multiple online sales channels. Update inventory on regular basis. Report to
the current Ecommerce Specialist. Coachable. Be eligible to work in the U.S. Fluent in English
(Bilingual is a plus). Eager to learn and learn fast. Excellent at managing time and multiple tasks
to meet deadlines. Basic understanding of and vision for ecommerce. Team player. Detail
oriented.
https://www.indeed.com/viewjob?jk=10ad3cd56abd5c0d

3D DESIGNER
Jade Marlin Collection - Los Angeles. Remote. P/T. From $200/mo. Primary responsibilities of a
3D designer are designing, creating, and providing aesthetic advice for presentations. Producing
compelling, photo realistic 3D renderings, animation, and photo composites is also a part of a 3D
designer's job.
Go to: https://www.indeed.com/viewjob?jk=155c3901b4ecc613
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GRAPHIC DESIGN INTERN
R5 DESIGN – Vernon. P/T. On call. $12 - $15 an hour. Design street wear and mens’ fashion.
Go to: https://www.indeed.com/viewjob?jk=432d0c39f59849d3

FREELANCE VIDEO EDITOR
Flocksy - Los Angeles. Flocksy.com. $15 - $30/hr. Request the amount you want to be paid for
an available project. Set your own schedule and choose the timeframe that works best for you.
Work wherever and whenever you like. Enjoy the convenience of weekly payouts. Experience:
Adobe, 2 years. We’re looking to add more video creators and editors over at Flocksy. Flocksy is
a platform where clients can have access to a wide range of marketing services for a fixed
monthly fee. Talent can sign up for free to complete projects for clients and enjoy regular work
on a remote basis. We’re looking for skilled, fast-working video editors and creators to join the
team. Flocksy’s creative community is full of talented people from around the world. What we
have in common is our passion for delivering great results quickly to our clients. We are
versatile, quick, and dedicated to excellence. No need to have a fancy degree or decades of
experience: if you are committed to your creative work and want to be part of a fast-paced
environment with an exciting variety of projects, we want you to join the team! Our clients have
a wide variety of video needs, from promotional videos and commercials to how-to videos and
interviews. Each project includes a brief with detailed instructions. You’ll be editing footage;
compiling stills and video into an edit; adding title cards, logos, and animations; adding captions
and audio tracks; color correction; green screen effects; working with stock assets and branding
materials; and much more. You’ll have access to each client’s Brand Bucket so that you have
everything you need at hand to create engaging videos. Stay in control of projects and deadlines
with our easy to use Project Management Board. Be supported by a dedicated Project Manager
who works with every client and will help deal with issues or questions that arise. Flat-rate
projects pay between $15 and $30 on average. Larger (longer) projects pay more. Most projects
take a qualified creative one or two hours to complete. On average, team members earn between
$15 to $30 per hour. You can join a client’s team and be invited to work on their projects. Our
innovative system places projects in your queue. We have fast turnaround times, so you can get
to work right away and be paid every week. The system offers an ‘instant accept’ option that can
be used when you’re ready to work on a project, and if you're approved, it’ll be added to your
queue immediately. This allows you to complete the request right away.
Go to: https://flocksy.com/team-member-applications-video/

GRAPHIC DESIGN INTERN
Roxie + Harper - Los Angeles. roxieharper.com P/T. Apparel Tech Pack - must know how to
create tech packs for apparel products for production & decoration. Design Mock ups. Branding
Experience / knowledge. Deck Creation / knowledge. Light Website Maintenance. Graphic
Creation for Social.
Include link to portfolio or past design work when applying.
https://www.indeed.com/viewjob?jk=64c8245084e9d307
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